
Tengri Security brings the power of the 
Tengri Platform to Security UAV 
systems 
Tengri Platform is a technology framework for rapidly 
developing custom UAVs. The plug-and-play 
functionality of the Tengri Platform allows 
surveillance & security UAV manufacturers to 
significantly reduce development and maintenance 
costs. 


Tengri Security is a multi-purpose security UAV 
platform which allows UAVs to be customized to a 
specific application based on the frame type, 
propulsion, connectivity, gimbal / cameras and the 
type of ground station used. 


Tengri Security builds on the Tengri Platform to 
provides a toolset specific to security 

Key Benefits
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Key Benefits

UAV SECURITY PLATFORM

• Powerful UAV companion computer compatible 
with PX4 and ArduPilot flight controllers

• 5 video inputs

• USB and Serial inputs

• HDMI output

• Real-time on-screen display with Aircraft grade 

telemetry data

• Powerful Ground Station companion computer

• Mission planner

• Multiple inputs and outputs

• Central hub for custom ground stations

• AES 128-bit encrypted security for communication

• Flexibility to switch between mobile data, 

broadcast WIFi or RF for connectivity

• Unlimited range with mobile data connectivity

• Mesh network for collaborative UAV swarms


• Cloud platform for security, data storage and 
sharing data and control


• Plug-and-play for most security devices over entire 
platform


• AI ready for integration with most AI platforms and 
frameworks



PLATFORM
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The Tengri Remote Cockpit is a powerful 
onboard companion computer for UAVs. The 
Tengri Remote Cockpit provides powerful 
connectivity, image processing, custom 
application processing and AI deployment 
capability on-board a UAV.

The Tengri Ground Station is designed to be 
the heart of any custom UAV ground station. 
These ground control stations replace traditional 
RF based remote controllers and provide a far 
richer environment for situational awareness and 
control for UAV operators.  

Tengri Cloud is a cloud platform for UAV 
connectivity and control. Tengri cloud can 
connect to any UAV or Ground Station using a 
Tengri unit. A cloud API allows users to write 
custom plunges to operate on the data and 
control options provided.  

Tengri Net is the connectivity module of the 
Tengri Platform. Tengri Net allows ground 
stations, UAVs and the Tengri Cloud to connect 
to each other using mobile data on 4G and 5G, 
Tengri Broadcast WiFi or RF.Tengri Net includes 
a comprehensive connection configuration utility. 

Tengri AI is the UAV focused Machine 
Learning as a Service offering by Tengri. 
Tengri AI a full stack service for UAV machine 
learning module creation and deployment. Tengri 
uses this platform as an internal resource and 
offers its expertise for customers. 

The Tengri Simulator is a state-of-the-art 
geo-specific simulator for custom UAV 
platform. UAVs can be configured and 
simulated added to any geo-specific simulation 
using an easy-to-use mission editor. Open 
protocols allow for collaborative simulation. 

SECURITY


